Why won't it let me read it?
Do Amanda and Ben from the Wanted series have their own book? Or is it just the novella?
Sami Pihstrom Naturalizing The Transcendental A Pragmatic View Is this clean enough for my 16 y/o son to read? No graphic sex scenes?
So what happened to Colt's Chapter 16 in Exhaust? Mine's just a blank page with the Chapter # and his name... :( 
Very sad reality! This book has a powerful message about what pakistan really means delivered by the character bano! Read the book and u'll start respecting those who struggled for pakistan back thn in 1947
Is Gilt, Tarnish and Brazen a series? What was the series called?
Can you give me info about how to find Amra #5? =) =) Please please?
Will Joe in KGI Series get a book please?
Great job! There are only a couple authors so far that have merged humor & sexiness so successfully in this genre. Thank you so much! Just what I needed this past couple days. Will look forward to your future work. :)
Is there a difference between the Heroes of Evers series and Evers series? The book descriptions are the same but the books' titles and the number of pages differ. Thanks!
Sami Pihstrom Naturalizing The Transcendental A Pragmatic View I loved Stories Beneath Our Skin. I've reread it (and relisted to it) so many times! It's one of my top favorite books. I was wondering if you had a reference photo for the old fasioned gaslight tha Liam drew on his resume? I really enjoy listening to the audiobooks, especially the novellas and I have kinda of fallen in love with Grover Gardner's voice. He is really good at expressing the humor and sarcasm that I love in your writing.
Is it possible to make a short demenology book when all books are released?
Why does Maureen Johnson always refer to Vi as &quot;they&quot; and never &quot;her&quot;? This really bothers me. &quot;Vi had a can of dark spray they were going to lend Stevie for her hair.&quot; &quot;Vi walked up to Stevie and they gave her a hug.&quot; I don't understand this. it's only with this character. Am I missing something? Is she a siamese twin?
Hey Sylvain Reynard i want to know why can`t I buy your audio-book of Gabriel's Inferno in London I prefer listening to book then reading them and would really really really like to listen to this one I have bin waiting this book for like 2 years now please tell me you can help me with this.
For those who have read it, is The Looming Tower still relevant in 2015? Or have more recent events made it out of date?
Does it have LGBT?
Sami Pihstrom Naturalizing The Transcendental A Pragmatic View (Australia)
Sami Pihstrom Naturalizing The Transcendental A Pragmatic View &quot;...There seems little doubt that he was insane, but much of his writing at the time indicates that what was driving him insane was this hostile opinion of him. Unusual behaviour tends to produce estrangement in others which tends to further the unusual behaviour and thus the estrangement in self stoking cycles... &quot; (Robert Pirsig). Surely there is a word for this?[]
Is this the end of the series? Didn't seem like much of an ending.
This sounds so good! Quick question though, does Harriet cheat on 'her gorgeous girlfriend who is a future prime minister'? I love love love unique wlw fiction, but I don't love how much they feature cheating. Thanks!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GT7PDhaQJoE
Hi Libby, Thanks for reading my books. I enjoy your question but I do believe it's very difficult to answer. I'm uncertain there's a real strategy behind getting character's voices across. I genuinely believe that it's just something you get better at the more you write and the more you read. So my answer for the Mum should be to write as much as possible and read just as much possible. Like, I read many books (pretty much all thrillers) with female protagonists and/or written by women writers, and I realize that it has helped me in my own writing. Hope this helps. Cheers, Peter

I would recommend reading Burn (Dark in you #1). I think people are now being overly nice to this book. Disclaimer: I enjoyed it. But I don't think it was being said, I'm going to read at the least the first five, since the positives outweigh the negatives. It is fantastic, the battles are great) But to answer your question, I believe it is a mistake to presume you'll enjoy this because you enjoyed Song of Ice and Fire. Absolutely NOT befitting mature teens. The themes are of violence (Physical, mental, emotional) inflicted through the entire storyline. A story about a Psychopathic boys.

No, that has been a plot point that Sully raised in "Friends Like These" (which leads into Vicious Carousel). This one reason he wouldn't let Mac go on the rescue is that McNalley's sister's name was Betsy, too.
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